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BUBBLE WALL BRIGHTENS
COTTONWOODS CARE HOME
The unveiling of the Bubble Wall

Cottonwoods Residential Care Home unveiled

The colourful bubble wall also stimulates

its new bubble wall last February. The self-

sensory products that draw on long term

contained water wall emits a variety of colours

memory, triggering treasured memories, and

using LED lights that can be customized to

a combination of skills including cognitive,

create and set mood and ambiance.

BUBBLE WALLS
SUCH AS THIS
HAVE ALSO BEEN
LINKED TO MANY
HEALTH BENEFITS

together we change lives

physical, social, emotional and sensory
skills. Bubble walls have also been known

Bubble walls such as this have also been linked

to improve mood resulting in fewer disruptive

to many health benefits for seniors, providing

behaviors and decreasing anxiety and fear.

opportunities for actively engaging residents
living with all stages of dementia, Alzheimer’s,

Funds for the Bubble Wall were raised through

Parkinson’s, or those following a stroke or brain

the 2015 Blossom Time Fair hosted by all of the

injury, in meaningful and enjoyable person-

Auxiliaries to the hospital foundation – Kelowna,

centred activities.

Peachland, Rutland and Winfield. The fair also
contributed to the purchase of sun shades and
furniture for Brookhaven Care Centre in West
Kelowna.
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KGH’s Emergency
Department Entrance

ER ADAPTS in the face of demand
It’s a service we often take for granted. Usually

their disposal, working to supply the best care

because we’re in a state of great stress and

possible in one of the most intense areas of

Last December, Ex Nihilo Winery in Lake Country

anxiety, whether on a gurney, or sitting

healthcare delivery.

held its inaugural Festival of Trees to raise funds

first girl and boy babies born in the new Perinatal

for the Giving Giggles campaign. Visitors to the

Unit on March 6th.

anxiously alongside the gurney, waiting for

THE EMERGENCY
DEPARTMENT
AT KELOWNA
GENERAL
HOSPITAL IS THE
THIRD BUSIEST IN
THE PROVINCE,
BEHIND
VANCOUVER
GENERAL
AND SURREY
MEMORIAL

FESTIVAL OF TREES
showers unit’s first baby with gifts

The Emergency Ward treats an average of

winery could donate to vote on their favourite

loved ones, it’s a place of transition, a stop on

73,000 patients annually. Over half come in from

tree and ended up raising $1,700 for life-saving

the journey back home or to further care in

another community. More than a third of the

equipment for our smallest patients.

new moms. “I’m so proud to have given birth

some other ward in the hospital.

patients are over the age of 75.

The winning tree was decorated by Capri

yesterday. It’s beautiful here and the sunrise from

The Emergency department at Kelowna

These demographics create unique challenges,

Insurance with all sorts of items for newborns

my room this morning was gorgeous! Thank you

General Hospital is the third busiest in the

but ones that the staff are well-equipped
to manage. They’re working hard to partner

Memorial. This might come as a surprise, but

with other community healthcare services to

with our community growing so rapidly, the

accelerate the process for patients, especially

number of patients relying on the services

seniors, to return to their communities, to

of the dedicated professionals in the ER has

their loved ones, to a facility that can provide

expanded at an unprecedented rate in the last

comprehensive care that caters to their needs.

five years.
This is the optimal healthcare scenario for
And the nurses, doctors and technicians in the

patients once they’ve received emergency

ER have adapted to the growing demands. While

care: returning them to familiar surroundings,

intake has increased, long-term occupancy has

to family doctors, to loved ones who can aid

decreased thanks to the efficient triage practices

in their long-term recovery safely and with the

they’ve put into place, practices that are evolving

high level of expertise Interior Health provides

day-to-day, sometimes hour-by-hour.

at all stages of care throughout the region.

Stephanie McClellan was one of these lucky
to the very first baby in the new perinatal unit

including bibs, onesies, washcloths and toys.

to everyone that contributed to making this new

After the Festival wrapped up, the Capri team

unit happen and to Capri Insurance for the box
of goodies for our new baby boy.”

STROKE PATIENT
is given the gift of speech
Thanks to funds provided by our community’s

With practice she’ll enhance her personal

generosity, a patient who suffered a stroke

safety as well as be able to better participate in

is learning to speak again. Barbara Watson-

everyday activities and social events.

Turner’s quality of life is improving every day
with use of a speech pathology app made
accessible through income allocation from one
of KGH Foundation’s endowment funds.

The staff has meetings throughout the day.

While the primary job for staff in the KGH

They assess what’s going well. And what isn’t.

Emergency Ward is to provide urgent, first-line

The app allows her to practice her speech

Just as they triage their patients’ needs, they

healthcare, they understand that they’re part of

therapy activities at home every day rather than

are continually triaging the way they attend to

a larger healthcare puzzle and they work hard

having to come into the hospital’s rehabilitation

those needs. They are constantly working to

to fill in as many pieces as possible as the needs

department. The visual and auditory model

make the most of the resources they have at

of their patients evolve.

encourages the development of correct motor
pathways thus reducing errant speech patterns.
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then bundled everything into gift baskets for the

news about next steps. For patients and their

province, behind Vancouver General and Surrey

The Capri Insurance Team

Ex Nihilo staff present the proceeds
from the Festival of Trees

Barbara wrote to share the positive changes
she’s seeing already:
“I really cannot say enough good things about
the speech program. It shows me how to shape
my mouth and records each speaking attempt.

The Speech Pathology App in action

What I like best is the option to repeat words
as many times as I like until I hear the best
recording of what I wanted to say. My family
notices the improvement and so do my friends.”
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ACCENT INNS CONTEST
FLOODS FACEBOOK
with giggling babies
In February our Facebook page was filled with

In addition to prizing for the contest, Accent

giggling babies vying to win a trip for four to

Inns provided a $4,000 gift to the campaign

Victoria courtesy of Accent Inns and Pacific

and donated ‘Doctor Ducks’ – collectible

Coastal Airlines. The competition was stiff but

rubber duckies now for sale in KGH’s gift shop.

Giggling Jase wit

h parents Trevor an

d Ashley

Jase Wolfe’s contagious laugh stole the judges’
votes. He, along with his parents Ashley and

“We thought, what a better way to raise

Trevor, and new sister Taya will be enjoying their

awareness for KGH and the Giving Giggles

family getaway later this summer.

campaign than a special Doctor Duck” notes
John Espley, Director of Marketing for Accent

The contest and all its sweet laughter was a
One of the new recliners
in pediatrics

The grants selected this

PATIENT & FAMILY CENTRED
CARE enhanced through staff lotto
At the start of 2016 the KGH Foundation

unit. After spending 8 nights at BCCH with

quarter include:

launched its Patient & Family Centred Care

my 4 week old son I was very pleased to be

• David Lloyd Jones:

Grants Program giving the front line health care

welcomed to such a warm and comfortable

staff a voice in how the funds raised through the

environment. From the treatments my son was

50/50 Staff Lottery should be directed.

on he developed a significant case of colic and

Resident Life Stories
• KGH 4E: 2 Recliner Beds
• KGH 5B: Sleeping Cot
• KGH Hemodialysis: Blanket Blitz
• KGH ICU: Waiting Room TV
• Kelowna Health Centre
Waiting Room: Play Equipment
• Spiritual Care:
Walk of Memories Event
The Blossom Time Fair
will also support:
• David Lloyd Jones:
Music and Memory Therapy
• KGH Pediatrics: Recliner
• Three Links Manor: Music For All
Stay tuned for updates as
equipment is purchased and
programs are implemented.

Inns. “Accent Inns is a family business that

good reminder of why the Giving Giggles

believes in supporting families. The KGH

campaign is so important – supporting life-

Perinatal Unit is all about giving children and

saving equipment for KGH’s new Perinatal Unit,

families a great healthy start to life and to us,

ensuring a future of happy, healthy babies for

that means everything.”

our region.

L to R: Rutland Senior Secondary,
Peter Greer Elementary, Ellison
Elementary

if it wasn’t for that lovely rocking reclining chair
We had an overwhelming response with our

in our room neither my son or I would have

first round of quarterly submissions receiving

gotten any sleep during our 5 nights on 4S.

43 applications for incredible projects totalling

STUDENTS GET CREATIVE
with their philanthropy

nearly $185,000. Thanks to the Blossom Time

We received excellent nursing care from both

Fair contributing the proceeds from their 2016

BCCH and KGH but it really was the little things

event, we were able to provide funding for 10

like the comforts of the room, not to mention

requests totalling over $26,500.

your extra TLC (coffee in a real mug :), breakfast,

A recliner like the one being purchased

difference.

The students of School District #23 have once

The generosity of young philanthropists in

proved their creativity and kindness by hosting a

our community never fails to impress and will

added to the unit thanks to the Zumba for

Thank you so much for considering the

variety of fundraisers for KGH’s new Perinatal Unit.

the Kids fundraiser. See Brittany’s note below

comforts of the parents as well and the

on the difference it made for her family. This

patients as it made a very stressful and

spring, through the grants program, another

emotional situation much more bearable.

and toys for my older son) that really made a
through the Grants Program was recently

room will receive the same comfort.
My sincerest thanks,
I just wanted to take this opportunity to
thank you for the comforts of your pediatric

Brittany Kette, big brother Benjamin
and our little Samuel

• Grad Council at Rutland Senior Secondary
School held a movie night and raised $311.56
• Grade Six Student Leaders at Peter Greer
Elementary sold their own wrapping paper,
bracelets and hosted a bake sale to raise $336.50
• Mrs. Bingham’s Peace Leadership Students at

have a direct impact on the care and comforts
newborns and their families receive in the unit.
Their gifts will support the purchase of items
such as diaper scales, IV poles, thermometers
and oxygen flowmeters. Adding these items
allows the equipment to be available in each

THE GENEROSITY
OF YOUNG
PHILANTHROPISTS
IN OUR
COMMUNITY
NEVER FAILS
TO IMPRESS...

room so baby can undergo all its check-ups
without having to leave mom’s side.

Ellison Elementary hosted a basketball skills clinic
with the UBC Okanagan Heat and raised $400.00
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New Labour & Delivery Suite at KGH

NEW MATERNITY WARD:
an exceptional place of comfort for growing families
Young Hemingway Patterson may never

relationships they enjoy with the community of

appreciate the amazing surroundings in which

caregivers involved in their patients’ lives.

he joined the world. Chances are, by the time
he’s starting his own family what we consider
leading-edge today will be the norm. One can
only hope so, anyways.
The new perinatal unit at Kelowna General

pain increased to an intolerable level. And by

It’s a completely natural aversion to medical

husband is very, very sick, but we can save

professionals, especially for someone who lives

him.’ As frightening as the situation was, I took

a healthy and robust lifestyle.

comfort knowing they had a plan.”

the time she was admitted to the new maternity

A vital 69-year-old, Don was running ten

Intubated, put into a medical coma and

ward her pain-management options were

kilometres a day, watching his diet, in essence,

hooked up to an IV with an array of antibiotics,

of the state-of-the-art Interior Heart & Surgical

limited to laughing gas.

doing everything right. The nagging cough

Don was battling a bacterial infection that

he’d tolerated for weeks didn’t keep him from

had developed into [an] empyema, a rare but

hopping on a plane with his wife, Dorothy, and

serious condition that can be life-threatening if

heading to Winnipeg to celebrate his sister-in-

left untreated. In essence, Don was drowning

law’s 60th birthday.

from the inside out.

as planned - such as access to emergency
caesarean and critical care in the 20-bed
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit - with the comforts

Fortunately for Fiona, the new maternity ward
was equipped with air circulation for prolonged
use that the old maternity ward didn’t have, as
well as a new delivery apparatus that provides
greater comfort to patients. It may seem like a

But his condition deteriorated rapidly once

He spent a week in the ICU as doctors and nurses

often stressful, times in their life.

small detail, but having access to that harmless,

they were in Manitoba and Dorothy knew

narrowed down the nature of the infection and

non-invasive pain management option made a

she needed to get her husband home. By the

were able to attack it with targeted antibiotics.

Fiona Patterson and her husband Pete had

big difference for Fiona.

time Don and Dorothy completed their zigzag

families need during one of the most intimate,

a sneak-peek at the ward before its official
opening in March, knowing they’d be among
the first families to enter its doors when their
baby made his debut. And they can attest to
the value of this new maternity unit, having
enjoyed the improvements from a therapeutic

Beyond the comfort of having relief for the pain,
the Patterson family enjoyed the comforts of
the patient-centred ward after wee Hemingway
arrived. With practical, family-friendly furniture
in their room, natural light streaming in through

and emotional perspective.

the windows and a caring, professional staff

Like many first-time deliveries, Fiona’s early

and secure, and incredibly privileged.

labour was an exercise in ‘hurry up and wait’,
and no small measure of pain. She and Pete
had a clear birthing plan for their first child and
the doctors and nurses at KGH worked hard to
respect their plan, alongside the Pattersons’
doula and midwife. The staff at KGH value the
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went from a snail’s pace to a horse race and the

“He took me into the hallway and said, ‘Your

units in the country. Housed on the fourth floor

ensure rapid response when things don’t go

THE NEW
PERINATAL UNIT
AT KGH IS ONE
OF THE MOST
ADVANCED
MATERNITY
UNITS IN THE
COUNTRY

of pain medication to a minimum. But labour

Don Sugimoto had ‘white coat syndrome’.

Hospital is one of the most advanced maternity

Centre, it blends the technology needed to

Baby Hemingway

Fiona and Pete wanted the experience to be as
natural as possible, and hoped to keep the use

SUGIMOTO FAMILY FOREVER
GRATEFUL for Confident Care

looking out for them, the Pattersons felt safe

Thanks to the generosity of countless donors,
the Giving Giggles campaign has opened the
doors to a wonderful place for new beginnings.
The KGH Foundation will continue to reach out

journey from Winnipeg to Calgary, Calgary
to Vancouver, Vancouver to Kelowna, Don
was beyond worrying about white coats. Or
black scrubs, the uniform for physicians in the
Emergency Ward at Kelowna General Hospital.
Don could barely breathe, and was no longer
aware of his situation.
Fortunately, Dr. Jeff Epler and his team were able
to identify Don’s condition quickly and intervened
with every resource available. Dorothy recalls the
conversation she had with Dr. Epler, remembers
his candour, and his confidence.

Don remembers very little of his time there. He
remembers waking up to a smiling nurse, Karen,
who told him, “You’re going to be fine now.”
And he believed her.
Dorothy has vivid memories. Remarkably,
they’re mostly good ones. She remembers the
professionalism, the care, the compassion and

Dr. Jeff Epler with past patient Don
Sugimoto and his wife Dorothy

A VITAL 69-YEAROLD, DON WAS
RUNNING TEN
KILOMETRES A
DAY, WATCHING
HIS DIET, IN
ESSENCE, DOING
EVERYTHING
RIGHT. THE
NAGGING COUGH
HE’D TOLERATED
FOR WEEKS
DIDN’T KEEP HIM
FROM HOPPING
ON A PLANE...

expertise that saved her husband’s life.
It’s because of this intense experience that
the Sugimoto family was inspired to make a
donation to the KGH Foundation. It’s their way
of showing that they will be FOREVER Grateful.

to community until all the necessary amenities
are in place, meeting the needs of growing
families throughout the Interior.
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